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Zwartkops Raceway – 16th September 
Back to the Future 

 

Saturday, 16th September was a great day for the Legends of the 9 Hour series.  

The public loved it, and the feedback was nothing short of outstanding and most 

encouraging for 2018.  The highlight of the day was the return of Sarel vd Merwe in 

the Pablo Clark Grey Galaxie.  Paolo Cavalieri was to be the challenger in the TAR 

Red Galaxie but business/ International commitments resulted in Neil Lobb being 

drafted to race the Red beast as the cars lined up in pre-race.  This was a very tall 

order as he had never even sat in the car, let alone had any practice in the “2Ton 

Beast”.  The Galaxie also had a gearbox problem which Neil had to drive around.  

Nevertheless Neil did a superb job and managed a 13.5 by the end of the day.  So 

it was left to Jeff Kruger to take on Sarel in the SP Racing Comet plus the du Toit 

brothers and Willie Hepburn in the ill handling Chevelle.  Both heats were real 

humdingers.  Sarel made the Galaxie really wide, forcing Jeff to the outside line… 
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They raced side by side both heats.  Jonathan and Mark could find no gap to get 

through, so we had a “dutch” of four V8’s in a single bubble.  By the end of the 

day all four broke the 14.0 cut-off with high 13’s, except for Mark who got the Bel-

Air down to a 13.1 – the fastest ever for this car.  But who cares, it was a great race 

– simply the best! 

 

 

The Pre’1966/68 Le Mans Sports & GT and ISP Pre’74/5 plus the regional Pre’90 

Sports & GT were all combined to make up full field of 23 cars.  Colin Ellison was in 

the Genie Lola T70.  Colin found that the big bore racing cars take a bit to get 

used to.  He and Jonathan were on the front row with almost identical lap times – 

1.05.  Mark’s DOT rated tyre Lola T70 was next at 1.07, followed by Jeff Kruger in the 

SP Racing Datsun 240Z, then George Avvakoumides in his Porsche 911 RSR, Ben 

Morgenrood Mustang and the rest.  Josh Dovey just gets quicker and quicker in his 

Ginetta and in the process of the days racing promoted himself to class B with a 

10.3 - remarkable.  It was great to have Warren Lombard back in his Cobra, who 

by days end won class B.  This was not before Josh and Ben touched and Neil 
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Lobb in the TAR Daytona spun on the last lap while lying fourth overall.  Peter Bailey 

decided to race his Porsche 911 (parking the GT40 and 917), but unfortunately 

encountered mechanical problems.  Grant van Schalkwyk brought out the 

Maranello 418 SP (under development), but unfortunately had suspension 

problems in qualifying.  In the first heat Colin Ellison had a blinding start, only to find 

it takes a lot to stop these big cars and spun in turn 5.  This left Mark and Jonathan 

to fight it out until Jono caught sight of the rapidly approaching green Lola.  He just 

beat the Lola to the line.  In the second heat the Lola got ahead, but the little 

Chevron (like a bantam rooster) whore the Lola down and eventually got ahead.  

The rest of the field was closely bunched with plenty of Porsches and very good 

racing.  The Nomads were headed by Dennis McBeath in the Mpiti with a hard 

charging Chad Ten in the white Dart.   

 

The U2 and LITTLE Giants Legends 

 

A different format for these two categories:   A six lap prologue and then a 30 

minute sprint.  It worked well and the racing as usual was good with a wide variety 

of cars and plenty of action up front.   

 

U2 

 

Vic Campher led the field home in the prologue followed by Mike O’Sullivan who 

was later handed a red card for bumping.  Alan Poulter started from the back of 

the grid – time infringement, and came second on the road.  With all the leading 

cars so closely matched it became difficult to get the right gap.  Carel Pienaar’s 

magnificent Lotus Cortina on practice times should have won but just could not 

get the gap and came home 5th, behind Roger Houston.  Refer to the grid to see 

the magnificent entry for U2.   The 30 minute sprint was close upfront throughout 

the event.  With Vic retiring the blue 122S (over heating), and penalties, the overall 

honours on the day went to Carel Pienaar and the Lotus Cortina! 
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LITTLE Giants  

 

Here the honours went to Josh Dovey in the Healey Sprite followed closely by 

Marco Taylor.  In the 30 minutes Gary Stacey came home second overall in the 

Cortina.  Mark van Rooyen really enjoyed his day in the TAR yellow Alfa #5.  Cindy 

Evans-Finney (can only be Renault) came third in the prologue but reliability spoilt 

her 30 minute event. Class B belong to the MG’s – A:  Stephen Britz and B:  Les 

McLeod.  Chad tried real hard in the little Nash with (and it is so good to see him 

again and have him racing), Clive Winterstein in his 1957 Porsche 356 next up.  It 

was also good to have Nic Parrott back in his black MGB Sports, but his day was 

spoilt by a slipping clutch.   
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2018 Regulations 

They are being finalised and will be published shortly.  They are essentially the 

same as in previous years, but with some amendments such as giving special 

dispensation HTP’s for “projects under development”  ie. Michiel Simmons FORD 

GT40 which is being developed in the process of competing.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


